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Abstract
In this paper we analyze software development education considered as a natural convergence of many interdisciplinary efforts. Within the context of programming and computer science teaching agenda, connections of software related courses to the mathematical, natural science and liberal art disciplines are examined. We emphasized the particular aspects which are important at the very beginning stages of software education, including such topics as a transition from subject domain models to the software models, software changeability, understanding software as a creative manifold process involving both artistic and engineering activities, using problem-based learning for a case of programming, as well as usefulness of introducing code review practices in software design courses.
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1. Background
Teaching and learning software development requires creating a context, where software related expertise interacts with and even penetrates to the wide range of technical and non-technical academic disciplines. Among various software curriculum disciplines (including programming, software engineering, informatics, requirement engineering, object-oriented analysis and design, to cite a few) our particular attention is paid to programming which is often mistakenly considered as an equivalent of all the activities related to computer usage, ranging from writing software to system administration. Despite computer science and technology are developed dramatically during recent decades, the problems of programming teaching are still much discussed, and a discourse might lead to quite emotional conclusions similar to “we still have only a vague understanding of why it is so difficult for many students to learn programming, the basis of the discipline, and consequently of how it should be taught” [1].

Professionals and university informatics and software engineering instructors would probably agree that there are particularities that programming courses have if we compare them to other fundamental academic disciplines. These particularities are conditioned by a huge variety of problems faced by a software teacher. Academic course objectives are manifold: teachers have to explain the foundation programming concepts; at the same time, they have to teach programming languages expressing and implementing the concepts differently; there are
standards that change; there are development technologies and tools which, in turn, progress rapidly. We have to include such things as libraries, frameworks, subversion and project management solutions, bug tracking tools, software deployment and maintenance issues to the context of the course. So, for a responsible tutor, there is no other choice, but to revise the course constantly. In contrast, changes in other “traditional” academic disciplines might not be so dramatic even after fairly revolutionary events. Thus, works of Andrew Wiles on proving Fermat's Last Theorem or a proof of Poincaré conjecture by Grigori Perelman didn’t change significantly the landscape of the university academic courses in higher mathematics.

There is another interesting issue: one programming problem might have many legal solutions (and many incorrect ones among them), so, in a sense, programming is closer to linguistics rather than to mathematics: psychologist Richie O’Bower noted that a programmer is rather a philosopher and a linguist all in one [2]. It is worthy of attention that recently there is a lot of works analyzing humanitarian connections of software engineering: the non-engineering connections of programming are strongly related to software aesthetic properties and its social significance [3]. As far back as 1972 Andrey Ershov remarked: “in its creative nature programming goes a little further than most other professions, and comes to mathematics and writing” [4]. Despite the fact that the software elegance and readability issues were widely discussed in “ancient” years of software, Wilson and Oram conclude that university students are rarely taught how to see the software elegance which is contrasting to the traditions existing in other creative fields like painting, plastic art or architecture [5]. Of course, beautiful solutions aren’t obvious. Despite a concept of (code) beauty is very subjective, it could be considered as one of important properties for judging the software quality.

2. From a Subject Domain’s Language to a Programming Model
In the very beginning lessons in programming, it is important that a teacher gives students primary understanding of how to translate the problem and solution description from a subject domain’s language to a programming domain’s one. It is true even if there is a formal discipline subject domain, like mathematics. In the CEE-SEC(R) 2011 presentation I used the Taylor series as a good example from the undergraduate course of mathematical analysis [6]. Here below the example is examined in more details. The problem of computing a series sum is mathematically clear, and almost every student is able to understand the following formula which is effectively a definition of the $\sin(t)$ function

$$
\sin(t) = \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} (-1)^k \frac{t^{2k+1}}{(2k+1)!}
$$

However, when my students attempt to write a computer program in, say, C language, most of them do some very common mistakes (see Table 1).
Students make these “typical” errors mentioned in Table 1. However, a teacher shouldn’t prevent them: it wouldn’t be right if a teacher doesn’t allow students to see why their solution might be unreliable or even incorrect. Only after making a mistake, students can understand completely the idea, and therefore learn the lesson.

### 3. Introducing Programming Course Aspects

In this section we examine some important aspects to be presented to students attending a programming course.

#### 3.1 Target Audience and Target Language

Computer scientists and programmers are not the same professionals, so the course contents and organization in computer science (CS) and software engineering (SE) curriculum might differ significantly [7]. In particular, these difference might affect the choice of programming language used for a programming course. CS students require to get understanding of the basic data management and computation processes, while SE students have to learn a tool which doesn’t only allow expressing existing ideas, but creating new mechanisms and models. SE
students should be able to work being not limited by some programming paradigm. Finally, nowadays programming courses are being also taught to students with no computer system development background. They nevertheless require some basic knowledge of computer system usage: information technology is an important part of every modern curriculum in physics, mathematics, economics, design, medicine and even in low and arts.

3.2 Target Language
Choosing a right programming language is an essential aspect of a programming course. There is a common consideration that a language isn’t of much importance, concepts are of much importance. In general, it is true. However, together with the requirements to be universal, a language used in a SE class should be not too far from the tools used in IT industry or/and in software research. An instructor should be able to explain to students, why a certain language is used for the course, why an instructor prefers to use this language, and, finally, why this language is interesting for learning. Following Dmitry Likhachev’s considerations about natural languages, we could say that a teacher should discover for students an idea that there is a strong connection between a language and a way of thinking, between the form and cognition: terminology and grammar systems provide a foundation for human self-actualization.

3.3 Software is about Changes
In software development changes are essential. So even in the very first projects, tutors have to explain to students that expecting changes is a standard, necessary and inevitable situation in software design. Changes are conditioned by many obvious and less obvious reasons, including discovered bugs and defects, modified requirement specification, user feedbacks, changes in external libraries and third party components, etc. Since changes are natural phenomena, students have to learn how to write a modifiable code. It means that at the very beginning stages of their education tools and methods supporting software modifications (project management tools, version and bug control systems, software quality assurance methods) should be included to the scope of an academic course. Some experiments arranged with a group of students show that due to using subversion and trac systems the development and teaching process becomes more productive for several reasons [6]. First, students get more opportunities to communicate with the teacher outside the classroom. Second, the design process became more systematic and better organized. Finally, students start using tools which are similar to those used in software industry.

3.4 Problem-Based Learning and Multi-Aspect Tasks
Problem-based learning (PBL) originally came from the fields of knowledge not directly connected to informatics and programming (e.g. in medicine, linguistics, and natural sciences) [8, 9].
Within the PBL, students are expected to work in a team on projects close to real-world problems. PBL proponents believe that it leads to better student involvement in research, since it favors to investigating ways to find missing knowledge and necessary methods and tools, to justification of decisions made, as well as to developing communication skills and teamwork practices. All these factors aren’t against using PBL elements in programming and other SE cycle disciplines.

One of the approaches that could be discussed as an implementation of PBL model in SE courses, is using multi-aspects tasks which require a combination of different models and methods [10]. One possible example of such a task is developing a compiler for a small language, or at least its parts such as syntax and semantics analyzers for a language defined by its grammar. Discussing mechanisms which are necessary to design such a component would allow introducing some necessary units to be learnt in a course of informatics or programming, including formal grammar theory, lexical analysis, binary code, finite state machines, program structure visualization, data storage models, search algorithms, etc.

The inverted curriculum model is another approach focusing on similar targets [11, 12]. At the core of this approach there is an idea that the traditional software courses are organized in a way that begins with presenting elementary knowledge and low-level algorithms and data structures up to large project organization. It allows giving students a fairly deep understanding of the internal structure of programs and computational process organization. However, this approach does not always meet the requirements of training professional software development engineers who should be able to develop, modify and re-use software components, including legacy software. Instead of an approach “from simple to difficult” students are encouraged to immediately begin working with a large project and professional libraries. In process of studying the components students go into the details of their internal structure, examine the underlying mathematical models, algorithms and data structures.

### 3.5 Code Review as a Software Education Practice

Code review is a process of software source code examination performed by an expert aimed at discovering potential defects for comments, suggestions or approval. In process of code review a teacher might attract students’ attention to the different functional and non-functional software defects including deviation from standards (code style, or internal company code organization standards and practices), architectural defects, memory and resource usage defects, code readability concerns, test coverage defects, improper usage of formally syntactically correct language constructions, security issues, documentation defects, error handling errors.

As “a discussion between two or more developers about changes to the code to address an issue” [13], code review can be considered as a practice used in software static analysis which fits
well software development learning process. Code review is then referred not only to the source code but also to other readable artifacts like requirement specification, system architecture design documents, and testing scenarios. A teacher should be able to explain to students that even outside a classroom they must re-read the source code, and therefore be able to proceed with their own first formal inspection. As it was nicely noted by Wiegers, “if you are in an organization of two or more people, some kind of inspection activity should be a part of your standard software development process. If you work alone, well, at least read the code” [14]. However, Wiegers recommends to avoid style issues in code review “unless they impact performance or understandability (…) When a group is beginning to use reviews, there is a tendency to raise a lot of style issues that are probably not defects but rather preferences” [14]. However, we believe that in teaching practice even code style related discussion may be considered as a code review issue, since students have to be taught how to recognize and to use different styles properly.

4. Conclusions

As noted by Walker and Kelemen, having a symbiotic relationship with the liberal arts, computer science might be considered the ultimate of liberal arts disciplines [15]. As a counterpoint we could mention Knuth’s consideration that in medieval universities such disciplines as grammar, logic, arithmetic, geometry, music, rhetoric, and astronomy were taught among liberal art disciplines (it is no question that the first three are essential component of informatics) [16].

Being part engineering, part art, programming should interact with other disciplines, both technical and non-technical. Presently informatics and programming are increasingly becoming universal disciplines studied not only by future developers of software systems. That’s why development of the teaching methodology, improvement of learning models and learning paths with paying attention to significant differences in target audience remains one of major problems of university education.
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